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CONDITIONS PRIOR TO THE WAR.

The political now taking place in Austria-Hungary will
be followed undoubtedly by far-reaching alterations in the school
system, whereby old modes will be swept away and new ones in-
augurated. In the present sketch the attempt is made to treat only
such 'problems and movements as are likely to continue in some form
and thettby maintain a living interest, even under a new political
administration. Whatever the new political units may be, school

men will continue to give attention to centralized control of schools
as against local control, which is the substance of the State public

school problem that has long occupied the attention of teachers in
Austria. In regard to school organization, the "Einheitsscliule," in
which are involved the opportunities of the great mass of pupils, is
likely to receive further attention, even under an altered administra-

tion. In. the reorganization of the schools that Austrian teachers
and statesmen are about to consider, they will try to realize fa
thought that special talent of any kind is a treasure belonging to the
State, which, for the good of the State, should be brought to its own
complete fruition. To discover such individual .talent and to find

the means, inside or outside of school, for its development will. be
more fully realized and accepted as a duty of the State. While it
is premature to attempt a forecast of the character the educational
movements inaugurated by the present upheaval will asskurfe, it is
quite 'certain that they will break the barriers within which the
schools have hitherto done their work; new duties demanded by actual
life will come witbily,the scope of the teacher's labors; new agencies
from the practical Activities will be enlisted in educational work.

In treating the schools of Austria in their preient condition of
change, it is, of course,.diappointing. to be unable. to .follow any

.
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4 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF ARV CAT , 1916-1918.

departure or movement to a stage of finality. .Perhaps, however,
there are compensations in observing how the schools and teacheis

. have adjusted themselves to the emergencies created by the war and
have met the crisis; the balance they have been able to maintain;
the encouragement, advice, and examrile they have 'furnished; and
the pressure of autocratic domination under which they have labored.
At this moment full details are not at hand, but there are enough to
show that the teachers in Austria are, as would be expected, better
prepared than any other class of that country to accept the political
changes in a spirit of sanity and poise.

The educational currents created by the war reeeive their special
character from the original lack of solidarity mong the people of

aAustria-Hungary. The Germanic, Slavonic, and Hungarian Prov-
inces, each comprising within itself races differing from'one another
in politics, religion, and ethnic origin, have been unable to effect an
amalgamation of their units.

They have been only loosely united into one commonwealth held
together by a governmental machinery which is necessarily cumbrous.
The two dominant Provinces, Austria and Hungary, have had a
ruler in common, but little else. The provincial parliaments, 17 in
number, have be.en virtually autonomous in determining their inter-.
nal affairs as well as in the ordering of their schools. Members of
Parliament from the Crown lands have been elected by a constit-
uency split up by 7 or 8 languages, and by differences in religion,
tradition, and industry. The qualification /OE recommending a afff-
didate was the ability to further some provincial intor rather than
measures of nation :wide scope. In the bperial Parliament the Aus-
trian part of the assembly, consisting of Czechs, Poles, Ruthenians,
and Italians, have been still more divided than the Hungarians. In .
the factional struggles, therefore, the plans of the latter have gener-
ally prevailed. Each political faction set up unity as its aim, but
each made itself the center to which the others should be united.
" The Magyars revolted against being Germanized, but saw no in-
consistency in insisting that the Serbians, Croats, Rumanians, and
Slovenes should be Magyarized." Yet up to the time of the war no
dismemberment seemed probable, for the Provinces were so related
that while "they had a hard time to live together, they would have
a still harder time if they parted company;" hence the struggles
have been, not for secession, but for the fullest freedom within the
melon.

The Germans of Vienna are different' from their kinsmen of Ber- .

lin. They are not so robust; they are less diligent, less inclined to
orderliness, lete commercial, but more cheerful, good natured, and

kustrian:vatriotisM has always beeiviar more a product of .

reasoning:than. an instinctive attachinent to the State._ With .the
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Austrian, feeling for the State has never been sufficiently strong to
supplant the attachment for hiA native crownland.

In Germany there was, in 1900, only one case of illiteracy among-
2,000 recruits, while in Austria there were 356. Since then the figures
have become considerably less. This result should be judged in the
light of the fact that Germany examines her young men at the the
of recruiting, while Austria and Hungary at the time of taking die
census. In Germany three generations have passed since school
attendance was made obligatory, while. in Austria two and in Hun-
gary only one.

The incessant conflict among 8, 9, or 10-different races has obscured
the view in respect to social, cultural, and educational needs, and
here is at least one cause of the lack of determination vigorously to
combat -tbe condition of illiteracy that prevails.

STATE OR LOCAL CONTROL.

The solution of theproblem of State or local control over the pub-
lic schools will bilillffdamentally affected by the political changes
now pending. As a public issue it may, indeed, be obscured for a
time by the larger one of the reorganization of the State itself, but it
will reappear as the new administration sees the necessity of uniform
instruction in the rudiments o$citizenship under the new organiza-
tion.

In Austria-Hungary the Ministry of Education exercised supreme
control over all schools with the exception of certain institutions
under the management of the Department of Agriculture. The im- .

mediate control was vested in the provincial legislature and carried
otit through (a) -a school council for the crownland, (b) a district
board for each district, and (c) a loco board for each community.
The legislature selected the members o crownland councils from
the clergy, the citizens, and the spec in education. The same
authority also ratified tlje, appointed tuembership of the district and
local boards, determiriing the power vested in the several boards and
the details of arrangements under which they discharged .their duties.
The school programs and schedules were drawn up under the direc-
tion of the Ministry otEducation on the basis of outlines' furnished
by the crownland councils:

The power of enacting laws for the folk school was apportioned
between the State and the several Provinces, according to the consti-
tution of 18u7. ,The power of determining the principles was re-
served to the State; ail other matters, such as founding and main
taining schools, insuring attendance, inspection, fixing the legal status
of teachers in respect to appointment, salaries, rotireMent,
eiplineall thesk matters were left to the legislatures of the crown-.
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hi placing the management of the schools and the responsibility
for their progress in the hands of local bodies, the hamakers had in
mind the example, of Switzerland, where a similar distribution of
control created a healthy competition among school communities. In
Austria, however, no such rivalry set in. The people did not then
recbgnize the intimate dependence of the productive industries on
the work of the schools; they regarded the outlay for schools as un-
productive. To this was added dissatisfaction over the unequal dis-
tribution of the expenses. The appointment of teachers, the regula-
tion of teachers' salaries, and the school inspection wore left to the
crownland and the individual districts,, with the result of frequent
complaints of arbitrary action; teachers were appointed,' not with
regard to professional merits, but for reasons that had nothing to do
with the vocation of teaching, such as political and factional adher-
ence.

Now one racial division, now another, placed a prominent per-
sonality at the head in the Ministry of Education. The political
forces that could be mustered-would effect a change in the board of
education and thereby a change in the system. German, Polish,
Czechish, Magyar leaders, in their efforts to draw a following, pro-
ceeded on different lines. The school system became unsettled and
troubled by innumerable regulations issuing from no dominating
central idea. Desirable reforms were obscured or set aside in order
to enhance the prestige or power of a faction. If the erawnland
nations are ever to draw together in a clOser union, some way of
imparting instruction in citizenship should be adopted for all the
schools of the State. Such instruction has indeed hien included in
the pro_granis of schools above the elementary, but there was no con-
certed effort in the direction of general unity; hence the subject cre-
ated differences rather than common purposes. Again, the greatest
latitude was permitted to each school in the mode of imparting the
instruction, whether as a subject with its place among the other
subjects, or as an informal discipline to be imparted anywhere within
the general framework of the cutriculum.

In the efforts toward unity and integrity, one class of institutions
is brought prominently to the front. Unity among the schools re-
quites unity among the teachers and the institutions that train them.
Some power must be wielded from a central point to steady their
efforts into cooperative activity. The interests here involved ea;
never be*of a merely local character and as such can not. safely be
intrusted to local authorities. They are intimately connected with
the re. bupd14 of the forces that the war has destroyed and of replen-
ishing ft'Zipleted sources of. subsistence. In the House of Repre-
sedtatives the Austrian Minister Of Finance gave expression to these

'Ildsigogische Rundsctuits, Sebruary, 1017.'
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thoughts in.. he discussion of the war budget In September, 1917,
4phen he said that expense for measures to improve the people's
health and education should be regarded as productive expenditures
and as such to be *furthered by the State. Thereby school questions
become State questions of theTirst magnitude. From this it follows
that schools fer the training of teachers are the chief prerequisite for
extending and improving public education. At present there are 84
State institutions, as against 64 privatecrownland, city, denomina-
tional, and otherfounded for the same purpose. The training of
the teachers for the State in consistent and coordinated notions of
duty and service that extend beyond provincial limits is an obliga-
tion resting-on the State itself. This duty the State already exer-
cised with regard to the middle schools and the universities, but to
have (lame of the entire training of the teachers is in a still higher
degree the duty of the State.'

The thought. is gaining prominence that the development of tile
entire people, together .with national events, such as those now tak-
ing place, furnish instruction material for a national school, and
that the elementary anti the advanced folk schools should more fully
utilize this national material. Then. too, the war has shown he v
deep and dangerous were the ruptures that threatened the Austrian
people. In order to check these disintegrating tendencies the State
must take direct hold of the folk school and thereby foster the in-
terests of a firmer unit-in.

The difficulty in bringing the folk school under direet'control of
the State lies in the fear that the general popnlation would thereby
be excluded -iron) participating in the management of the schools.
This fear appears to be unfounded, for while the State would, under -
the change contemplated; exercise direct control without the inter-
vention of other legislative .bodies, it would be in continual 'confer-
ence with the crownlands to ascertain the wishes and .conditions of
specific localities. The school district and communes would be re-
lieved from the burden of expense, regularit3; of attendance would
be secured, and the communes be free independently to further edu-
'c'ation in their respective localities.

The transfer of folk school management to the State would meet
squarely the criticism, coming from the crownland school districts,
that the gymnasia and the universities with their aristocratic patron-
age are liberally supported by the State, while the' schools for the
people-are left unprovided. and neglected. By taking these schools
under -its own protection the State would effectively silence such
criticism. 4;

The idea of the State lolk..school has gained currency and fa. Or
especially in those Provinces that, on account of political diasenaions.

$ Plaostlasetaaar*b. ISM
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and financial stringency, have been unable adequately to support
their schools. But the principle of centralization, which it embodies,
involves the choice of central authority in which the controlling
power should be vested.

Just here Austria felt that her interests were vitally concerned.
In organizing for the keen industrial competition which the coming
years will bring, the Carman language must be the center and rally-
ing point.. It is not enNgii for the State, therefore, to enact a law
and leave the realization of its ends to the crownlands. She must
with a. firm hand guide the schools htelf, for with respect to the
schools crownland autonomy has been a disappointment.

Under more favorable circunistances, defective or inequitabie
laws could be remedied by legislative action. -When, however, the
State passes a general enactment under which relief might be
sought by communities and school boards, this enactment will be
construed and interpreted by 17 different legislative bodies. .fit the
opinion, therefore, of the foremost educators of Austria, national
uniformity with equity in its operation can not be secured through
a State law 'interpreted and enforced by the crowniand legislatures.
In the State folk school these men see elief from the random expen-
diture of money and energy which thus far has had the lamentable
effect of increasing the contentions among Austria's -numerous fac-
tions.

THE PROBLEM OF THE EINHEITSSCHULE.

As in all civilized countries, the war has brought bomb to the
people of Austria the importance of fully utilizing all its resources,
intellectual as well as material. It has emphasized the relations
which the public sc I I1 sustains tp industritti life and thereby added
hew interest to the st v'sy of }Sitter coordination between the country's
education and its industries.

Judging from the views reflected jp the Paagogische Rundsehau
and in the Jahrbiicher foK1916-1918, a new impetus has been given
tothe movemenefor extending all forms of education to the largest
number in order to help the schools more fully to contribute toward
industrial needs. Hence there is a stronger insistence on, first, a
regrouping of studies to meet individual capacities as tips() appetir
between the ages of 10 and 14 years; wcond, a more 1-ational guidance
in vocational selection; and third, an articulation between the ele-
mentary and the advanced courses that shall permit a pupil to
pass on to his chosen work without waste of time and without social
handicap.

Readjustments of this kind, to which the stress of recent events
has 'given new significance, eopstitute the outline of what in the
countries of Europe is knownsas the problem of the Eitt/witatelode.
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More fully stated, it includes everything that affects the organic
connection between school types, conditions of admission, educa-
tional aims, and vocational selection:

FunQamentally the problems arises directly Out Of the origin and
growth of different classes of educational institutions. Historically
the folk schools had an order of development different from that of
the higher institutions. The higher educational aims were set up by
the church and the state; and the church and the state founded in-
stitutions adapted to realize these aims in their advanced character.
The university grew up. IN'ithin the lurch, often under the imme-
diate patronage Al some prince, who hoped to secure its power and
prestige for his principality. Schools of gymnasium rank and cop
were then eqablished to prepare pupils for the universities, eventually
becoming the exclusive ports of entrance to these. The authorities of
all advanced institutions prescribed a special form of dress :mod con-
duct of life to be observed by masters and pupils, conveying the idea
of separateness as well as of corporate rights and privileges. no
gymnasia again required a certain amount of elementary instruction
for admission ; to meet this requirement special preparatory schools
(Vorschulen) were founded, which in their status of preparatory
schools for the gymnasia partook of the exclusiveness of the latter.

The origin of the public elementary schools may also be credited to
the church, for some knowledge of reading and wilting was 'ileces-
silty for the church to do its. work. But the instruction imparted
was of a ln:nnble order, stressing tisefulness, obedience, and religion,
with no impressive associations. There existed in the early times a
feeling that the duties of an elem'entary school teacher could be in-
trusted to anybody, of even niodest personal 'education. Unfortu-
nately the terms " school for the pool." and " charkit schoolZ were
close at hand, and were frmently 'used to characterize these .early
institutions for the children of the poor.

Educational leaders eventually stkw the importance to the coun-
try's prosperity `of a more ,adequate education of the public. The
public schools then entered on their own mode of growth. School-
himses and school facilities better adapted to the work were pro-
vided; institutions `for the training of teachers were established;
then laws requiring; attendance; and, finally, school pkograms and
courses growing out of the needs of the people. As its scope ex-
panded the folk school grew into the advanced elementary (Burger)
school, the latter typo being common to all the Germanic peoples of
Europe. In the same continuity frotp the original public school
appeared the moderii school (Realschule), which did work equal
in advancementtoparalleJ,sehools of the classical type. .

In4such a deyelopmentisof the sygtem from opposite
.tions each of the tira;-parti) came-to ha%*e cletnite itnd

.
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tions. The gymnasium and the university became the institutions
which opened the way t° the. professions and the sciences. But the
long and arduous road leading to distinctions through university
studies can be successfully pursued only by the student whose parents
have wealth to assist his natural endowments. Again, these institu-
tions came to be considered as places to prepare for social posit ion
through th4prestige the university confers.

The folk school, on the other hand, and the institutions which
grew from it, have been associated with the everyday needs of the
people. Their educational aims have been more modest. After com-
pleting the required school period, their pupils were expected to
return to an occupation like that followed by their parents rather
than to enter on advanced studies.

The present sweep of democratic ideas, augmented by the exi-
gencies of the war, is breaking down the traditional school bounda-
ries and demanding that each member of the commonwealth be given
the fullest opportunity to train for the service he is best fitted to
perform. First of all, this requires that whatever faulty coordina-
tion or other handicap attends the schoolsits A result of their mode
of development be corrected or removed, so that the pupil's progress
may be limited only by his own capacity.

Structurally, it means that the series of school types that have
developed from the two opposite clirrectionsfrom the university and
from the folk school be brought together into a single organic
sequence of schools. Practically, it requires the consideration of a
number of separate problems that arise 'partly in completing the
amalgamatiol and partly from the various social and industrial
interests theay affected. Whatever adjustment of this kind the
schools may be able to make istto that extent a solution of the
einheitsschule problem.

The problem is not a new one. Pestalozzi and, in later ears,
Friedrich Paulsen and Kerschensteiner saw the regrettable effects

\ of a system that separated pupils into categories on the basis of their
parents' means,'thereby causing the schools, to further social cleav-
age. The earliest plans to carry et the ttnity.idea--which are
almost the same to-day--'took the for' of a common required primary
period which alone should admit to secondary institutions. The
early objections were that the plan was impossible of realization,
that it was urged in the interest of certain classes of -teachers, and
that it was calculated to advance the ingests of political factions.
Most of these objections came, however, from school men unwilling
to disturb the existing structure. At this time vocational selection

. had not becomes part of the unity idea? or the number of objections
would have been still greater. Notwithstanding the opposition. the.
plan gained favor to such an extent that some recognition was
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given to it in the school enactments of several countries. In "Die
Einheitsschure" Richard Ballerstaedt traces its development and
points out that in France a law of 1869 caused the founding of
State preparatory schools to be discontinued. In 1673 a law was
passed in Sweden appioaching the' unity school idea. Norway in
1869 replaced the pr. ratory school by a common foundation for
all advanced schools. he school laws of Denmark, passed, in 1903,
advanced the princip 'in that country. In the United States it
has never been a problem, for here the common undivided school has*
always been the basis of the entire system. Though an apfiCcitich to
it was inittle in Austria by laws passed in 1869 and 1883, slow law-
ress has been made up to the present time. Now the war has made?,
the Einheitssc.hule idea,a living and vital issue. The educational
press combats the notion that a few only are entitled to enjoy the
achievements of art and science, and that the many are destined to
perform the labor through which these achievements are reached.

Just as every pupil most be admitted on equal terms, setting aside
the distinctions of wealth or station, so must all-kinds of, work re-
quiring trained skill be admitted to the schools on equal terms, free
from every taint of association. From every consideration,peda-'
gogical and practical, enlightened opinion in Austria demands that
practical work be brought within the scope of tfie school activities
and placed on the same plane as other subject's, whether it is done
in the lvorkshop, the school garden, or the sellool kitchen. In so -far
as the process ,of reorganization may affect the inclusion or exclu
sip of subjects, there will be the opportunity to have the prestige
of labor officially proclaimed by assigning it equality with other stud-

. ies.. In urging this step the schoolmen are riot clamoring for mere
monotonous equality. The democratic contention for equal o
tunity must heed the aristocratic insistence on strictly determinip
the value of an achievement and the superiority of personal worth.

All plans embodying the unity principle include a conimon, undi-
vidM, elementary period for All pupils as the first essential, as already '
pointed out, and hence the discontinuance of. the. preparatory de-
partments attached to State or municipal secondary schools. The
basis for this common period is found inthe folk school, which in
Austria usually comprises- five years, But the length of time it is
expedient for the childre/of a community to attend the same ele- -,

z. inentary school is a niiitteRtm which educators are not agreed. Smile
teachers and most .parents believe there should be a departure in t6

direction of a chdsep calling as. early as possible. Postponement of
the choice by a year beyond what is necessary would, in their 'Opin-
ion, be a loss.. Just.hereaileed the consideration that, in their eagerr,
ness . to select ,:a specific line,,of activity, iha guardians of pupils
10144: not overlooJt the iraptirtance af' hint:, thelii'llia pUrSidia

,
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of work ixi general, to which their own proficiency must be related.
There must be the general training for citizenship to give ineznin. g,
balance, and coordination to the vocational training.

To carry out the principle gives rise to numerous problems. At
what stage of a child's development, for instance, do its powers and
capacities appear with sufficient citarness' to furnish a safe basis
for the choice of calling? In 'Norway, where this question has been
much discussed, teachers vary in their estimates between the ages
of 9 and 13. Kerschensteiner, of Germany, holds that a child's apti-
tudes axe seen at the age of 10 or 12, with the exception of memory.
by rote, which appears with marked differences among childnumuch
earlier.

The Mode of determining a child's advanced elementary studies
is fraught with its own perplexities. In most countres of central
Europe, where a free road is now urged for till gifted, pupils and
special roads for the most gifted, this question has become promi-
nent. Should the choice be left to the parent and the teachers, who
would be guided by the gifts and inclinations that have cane to light
during the pupil's three to seven yells in the primary school, or
should resort be had to special intellectual tests?

The choice of calling carries with it the responsibility fort choice
of courses consistent therewith. In the Plidagogiches Jahrbuch for
1918, Prof. Theodora Steiskal contends that it would be advisable
to have a hoard 'consisting of teachers, school, physician, and pa-
rents to determine what courses of study a pupil should take up.
In the decisions of this board the teacher and, if necessary, the
faculty should have the deciding vote., with the understanding, how-
ever, that their conclusions be based both on tests of knowledge and
on general tests of the pupil's intelligence and endowment& The
decision of the parents would be simplified in so far as they would
choose only among the several school types the -one that would best
meet the gifts of their children, as explained during the conference
with the advisory board.' The full purpose of this advisory binird
would be to protect the intellectual, moral, and physical welfare,
and, in fact,lhe future happinessiof the children, against the vanity
of the parents. In view of these purOoses, Prof. Steiskal urges the
employment of tests for scientifically ascertaining a pupil's fitness
for a specified department of work and study. Intelligence tests,
vocational psychology, and school organization would thereby be
brought together and comprise a field tot the solution of the weight-
iest' educational problems of the present time.

As it would diminish a pupil's chance for success to be ushered
into a calling already overcrowded, industrial and professional de-

',lased on lecture by Prot. Stelstul, an publlobtkl In PlIdagogliebet ,Ial;rbecll. Vienna.
IA t NM
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numb have to be considered in the selection. Statistics showing
the fields that offer tlfb best, openings would have to be compiled for
the use of the selecting board.. Again, the interests of the pupils are
fully guarded only when the selection of courses may be freely al-
tered within a reasonable time, as experience may show that the first
choice was erroneous. The structure of the school units, therefore,
muse provide alternatives and equivalents that can be accepted
within limits as leadixig to more than one calling.

Even though carried out by conscientious advisers, acting under
the most favorable conditions, the selection of vocations and studies
for others is not free from objections. Many teachers are reluctant
to take these matters out of the hands of the parents in the manner
indicated. Again, they hesitate about -assuming the responsibility

.involved in selecting some pupils for ambitious higher studies and
assigning others in advance to special tasks of social servitude.
. In respect to organization the principle:of the Imity/school moves
toward complexity rather than simplicity. It must prepare divergent
roads for the increased number of student groups farmed by voca-
tional selection, each group moving on toward specialized studies. It
must provide transition possihilities, so that the pupils may, in case
of altered choice, pass from one road to another witheut too great
loss of time or effort. Again, as circumstances allow some to continue
at school longer than others, points oisionclusion must be providcu
to permit pupils of various meaus'and gifts to finish their periods of
study at different times, yet with sonic degree of completene.,s in each
case.

The principles of structure as set forth by Kerschensteiner, Lang,
and Steiskal give-particular prominence to vocational selection, which
is now asseci4ed with the unity idea. As individual capacities ap-
pear earlier in some children and later in others, the selection can not
be made so That pupils :ire classified into categories at a fixed time.
The earliest grouping should be general and tentative.

A preliminary inquiry like that for some years.' conducted by
M. Belot, of ,;ottlil be easy to make and cause no derangement
of the word. Iloinvites each pupil to coniplete the following form:

1. When I become a man, I wish to he wish to be
beeauae

2 If I can not be _I should to be
3. If I can be neither.: nor I should

, like to be

Assuming a period of six years required of all pupils, the fiusefour
years would undoubtedly suffice for a selection along broad and basic
lines. Accordingly, some differentiation in the study program would
come at the end of the fourth year, probably with added language
study in one group of courses and increasing stress on science in the
other. Further division would take place 4 the end of the obljga-

RIP
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tory.period when some would iinter the trades as apprentices, while
others would continue in the advanced elementary school for another
year; others would enter the continuation schools to pursue studies
in the direction of technical vocations and industries, while still
others would continue toward the gymnasium. Further selection, or
alteration of selection, would carne at different times between the
ages of 12 and 14 as the pupils would complete units of the continua-
tion work. Again, a selection of advanced technical or university
studies would be made at 16 or 18 with specialized. grouping in the

_direction of the career in view. Details of studies and schedules can
not be settled until the altered articulations among the school units,
as required by the plan, are effected: Many teachers of Austria do
not regard the present as an opportune time to attempt radical re-
forms. \Questions of reorganization involving the interests of peo-
pie in all stations in life should not be settled under the pressure of
abnormal influence, yet insistence on reforms comes both from the
folkschool wit the cry ot equality of opportunity and from the sec-
ondary institutions with demands for relief from the adverse condi-
tions under which they labor.

As one of the heaviest tasks assigned to the-Einheitsschnle is to
remove social barriers, its opponents ask whether this task does not
belong to society rather than to any one-of its institutions. .The
demand for such a school is, in reality, an effect of what is evolving
among social orders. Whether the schools in their practical ar-
rengements can further this cause is extremely doubtful. Assum-
ing that all children, those from homes of poverty and those from
homes of oiklence, could be brought together in the same classroom
and set to work on the same lessons, would they not segregate into
groups at every recess and every free period, and would they not
regard the enforced association as a grieyanoe? Children are not
skilled in concealing notions of superiority fostered in their homes,
and they ea not be expected to exercise the tact and forbearance
that their Attlee lack. The social functions connected with exami-
nations and commencements would be eanharrassing to the student
from a home in poor circumstances. Will not the functions in which

N

he takes part cause him more fully to realize the difference in rank,
4ind, hence, emphasize the lines of social division? It is further
pointed out that parents may reasonably be permitted to exercise
discretion in the clunce of schools and hence the association of their
children. What if rich and superior families refuse to send their
children to the public schools and reject the common undivided
period'? Again, assuming that obstructions can be removed so that
a free road to advancement is opened for all, the means of travel
must also be provided, a matter .which thus far has received. little
attention in the discussion of the Einheitsschule.

.
' Aar
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These objections are met by pointing out that the changes in
'question, like, all far-reaching changes, can take place only grad-
ually. Time must be allowed for pupils to accommodate themselves
to the new adjustments. In the meantime, it is urged, aineliorie
the conditions both of the public sch6ols and of the Appils in at-
tendance. Improve the hygienic arrangements; reduce the number
of pupils in a class, and, above everything else, appoint the best
teachers .at salaries commensurate with their work. The State and
the community will see that it is to their advantage to discover and
develop talent, and they will create the funds necessary for this
purpose. Eventually the best human qualities, the best powers of
heart and intellect will .win and find their just level in these asso-
ciations. In both its general and practical character the most en-
lightened school men look upon a system of education as a structure
continually subje:t to changing emphasis, and, hence, to constant
readjustment of% its units. It is a living thing, an organism rather
than a mechanism; it must respond to the shiftings and the chafes
that take place in the society from which it grows. As the directing
of the schools was transferred from the official power of the church
to the state and the commune stress was laid on new features of its
work. Varying phases of school problems, therefore, are accentuated

different countries.
In Germany the Einhcitsschule at first concerne d tself' with at-

tempts to " satisfy divergent educational requiremen especially in
the 'domain of secondary education."' Later the emphasis shifted
to that of a common undivided elementary period to serve as the
foundation for "either a clalssical or modern education." The Frank-
flirter curriculum preserves the spirit of the unity, principle white
it sets up several distinct aims due to modern needs. More recently
Another phase of the proposed reform is uppermostevery talent
is a treasure belonging to the nation; the school must find it and open
an unobstruced way for its fullest development and utilization. In
Austria, too, educational leaders see the importance of the early dis-
covery of talent and its fullest development for service; they see the
waste and disappointment bound to follow an indiscriminate encour-
agement of the fit and the unfit alike to pursue 'advanced studies;
hence they are concerned with Otitis for checking'the influx by means
of rational selection. As there is danger of erroneous selection, they
wish divisions of the school work so correlated, as net to leave the
pupil irrevocably committed to a course of education upon which
lie has entered through ill-Considered. reasons. The unity principle
to be embodied in the altered organization of the schools must take

Prom terminological notes prefixed to " German Education Past an. Present,"*Dy
FrIedtich Paulsen.
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into consideration the enlarged scope of their work, and reconcile,
so far as possible, a number of divergent trends due to present social ,
needs. The function of the schools is no longer limited to impart-
ing instruction; the schools become the centers of welfare work,
first of all in behalf of the children, and their of entire families; they
become distributing centers, with activities which are ordinarily only
remotely connected with teaching. All these endead.ors have the
character of cooperation and collectivism, and carry with them the
notions of a socialized community and group initiative. To bring
the schools into organic cooperation with these activities requires
time and can be done only by gradual alterations of the present sys-
tem. As moving in best accord with these democratic currents Of
thought, some educators' hold that these reforms should proceed
from ihe folk school as an extension of its present scope. By starting
from the folk school it will be possible to continue the reform .not
only with the least disturbance of the present system but also in
closest conformity with the needs that arise directly from society.
The folk-school type would extend into an advanced folk school
(Burger Schule), adapted to impart a general education to all pupils
alike, whether they were destined eventually to become merchants,
officials, or directbrs of industry. In the opinion of the same author,
ity this advanced secondary school could be made the basis of all
higher schools by organizing it in two divisions: A four-year folk
school, upon which would be founded a four-year advanced secondary,
school. From the latter division would extend various branches such
as teachers' normal schools, military, middle, industrial, agricultural,
household, and professional schools. Special preparatory courses
could be given in the Burg r Schule admitting to advanced standing
in the gymeaSium. This arrankement would not encroach upon the
province of the gymnasium, for the latter would in general be left
intact and receive its pupils directly from the folk school. An organi-
zation on this basis would expand, Dr. Wettstein maintains, so that
a continuation school would be provided for those pupils who leave
the folk school at tae end of the first four years just as an extension
of the last four years would develop to receive pupils who would not
enter the gymnasium.

The advantages that would follow from this succession and rela-
tion of units is thus.summed up by the same authority :

The course of general education =old be simplified and extended to the
greatest number. There would be a common period of education up to the
pupil's 14th year. A significant gain would be the postponement of the vo-
cational 'cholcie to the more mature age of 14, a time when the pupil's real
capacity, rather than general reasons would be the deciding factor. The middle
schools could be founded with greater independence of local conditions,Jor

Among them .Dr. Wettatela.
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pupils of maturer years could more easily be away from home. Ilhere would
be an economic gain; for villages and smaller. communities, relieved of main-
taining gymnasia, could open school for a wider patronage. The plan would
counteract the estrangement among social ranks, as pupils by being educated
together until the age of 14 would find a greater number of interests in com-
mon. sa

He concludes that the details of schedules and curricula to come
within this framework of the system can be arrived at only after full.
discussion conducted in the lighbof the effects that the present events
will have upon society.

PROBLEMS OF HIGHER EDUCATION.

At the universities there has been of late years. according to Dr.
Richard von Wettstein, a regrettable lowering of the intellectual
plane of the student body.' Among the causes of this is the fact that '
so many people attend the universities who are not naturally fitted
for a university career. Neither do they possess the means ind4en-
sable to a successful pursuit of advanced studies. Many comet° enter
the universities through the peculiar position that the advanced
secondary schools (Mittel-schulen) hold in the system. These confer
the " one-year privilege " with reference to military service, and make
a university career possible. Once started, it is only in exceptional
cases that students change their direction toward a calling in better
accord with their aptitudes. Another reason for the lowered stand-
ards is that in some localities gymnasia are maintained not in re-
sponse to educational needs but as centers of,political influence.
Once established, every effort is made to increase their attendance;
accordingly, the requirements are lowered so as to bring the largest
possible percentage up to the leaving examination and swell the
numbers that move on to the university. The attendance at the
middle schools increased from 79,383 in 1893 to 160,000 in 1913.

Again, the privilege of subStituting examinations for studies is
responsible in part for the undesirable influx. Many girls, after
completing the courses in the lycee, pursue private studies as preps;'
ration for the advanced secondary (Realsehule) school, and are then
admitted to the university. While occupied with their university
studies they pursue extra work leading to the gyninasium finals
to the, neglect of the regular work they have then taken up. They
and their guardians overlook the fact that attendance at a school
of the right standing, with its prestige and spirit reinforcing dui,
work, is essential to scholarly maturity. No compensation for this
can be acquired in'a few weeks'. residence nor by examinations.

These and other causes have crowded the universities beyon4 their
capacity and entirely out of proportion to the economic demand-for

From Padagoglaches Jabrbocb, Vienna, 1916.
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people university trained. In 1893 the total number of students at-
tending the universities of Austria-Hungary was 16,288; in 1913
the number had increased to 43,225. The, immediate consequence
was to make the equipment and accommodations inadequate. The
same lecture rooms had to be used notwithstanding the fact that the
attendance had trebled. The most unforturiate results of the influx
are an overflow in all callings requiring,academic studies as a pre-
requisite, and the creation of an academic proletariat. Other serious
consequences follow, such as a.dbasing competition for place among
people of university training inWhieli. not always the best but often
the most insistent wins.

Qualitatively, too, the education and .scholarship of the universi-
ties suffer from this indiscrimithtte influx. Even the best. students=
those coming from the gymnasia--shoW a' discouraging lack of inde-
pendence in intellectual matters.' The gymnasium student " is
trained to use what he has learned, but he is at a loss when it comes
to giving an independent judgment." Too great reliance is placed
on textbooks and notes, and not enough on efforts to transmute these
into independent achievements. Dr. Wettstein adds that, while the
students have an open mind for the practical usefulness of what they
learn, their opinions are easily swayed, for they depend more on the
teacher's word than on their own observations. When the Austrian
student enters the university he is invested with personal independ-
ence as a student and as a citizen, assuming also the duties and obli-
gations that go with these privileges. Mit those familiar with the
facts as they come to light see that he is badly prepared for his new
respOnsibilities. He is unfamiliar with the ordinary affairs of daily
life, even with the duties arising from his position in the State and
the community. others have hitherto attended to his personal affairs,
depriVing him of the self-government and character training that
should go with practical experiences. His inexperience of life is re=

lipossikt, in part at least,.for the factional troubles arising when he
takes part in political and social movements.

The absence of school-type coordination from the earliest stages
on has created an unfortunate departmental separateness among both
students and teachers. At the age of 10 the pupil enters the gymna-
sium, and associates only with those of his own group; the same
exclusiveness continues throughout his university career. After
this continuous education within narrow circles he enters the service
of. State or the community as official, teacher, or physician, in which
capacity he should be in sympathy with all classes.

While the university men are confident that some relief from these
unfavorable conditions would follow from the adoption of the unity
weinelpletin the school sequence, others are not so sanguine. The

.1Dr. Wettsiila la Padastilsebis Jalsrbach, Maas, !Ole.
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opponents maintain that to institute a type of folk school as the only
means_of entrance to advanced secondary schools, thus sending all
pupilg a considerable distance on the way to the university, would
augment instead of decrease the influx to these institutions. The
principle of vocational selection as au essential part of the unity idea
would not operate toward a diminution of numbers, for it would be
difficult to carry out with sufficient severity.

The champions of tile unity idea reply that, whether the contem-
plated change would check the increase or not, growth in attendance
can not, in itself be regarded as an eviler a danger. To extend educa-
tion in its highest. form to all classes of society shoul be encouraged
and not checked by arbitrary articulation of school ty

J,

es. Not fewer
educated people but their more rational distribution according to the
professional and economic needs of the country is desirable. It is
true that there were 160,000 students at the gymnasia and schools of
that rank in 1913-14, but at the advanced commercial schools there
were-only 8,000, at the State vocational schools only 4,800, and at the
forest academies only 2,000. There is then a real shortage of students
who prepare for the work in forestry, commerce, trades, and indus-
tries requiring skilled management and leadership.

THE TEACHERS, TEE PUPILS, AND THE WAR.

The enormous losses occasioned by the war in human lives and
in human means of subsistence, with consequent privations and dis-
tress, have brought new and urgent questions before the people.
One of the most .vital is how to recover from these losses, and par-
ticularly hoy to replenish the depleted food supplies. With the
statesmen in Austria and Germany these have become school ques-
tions in so far as it is the schools that must furnish the training for
the work of production. Hence educational problems have become
linked as never before with industrial and political life. The dis-
covery and utilization of energy and talent came to be regarded as
service in patriotism. The work of schools, teachers, and pupils
was mobilized and hence invested with a military glamor. During
the ,first year of the war every,. sub' , every activity, and mode of
instruction was touched by a feeli of exultation that deeply af-
fected the schools, making it difficu to move in steady courses. The
immediate effect was to interrupt the instruction by abridged ' ms. 1

As men teachers were called to military service, there came to be a
shortage of teachers with consequent vacancies often filled by
women. .

The official reports show that the pupils promptly responded to
appeals to place themselves in the service of the Government for 'war
work. They assisted in tilling vegetable gardens for war purposes.
They collected wood, rubber, metals, herbs, and leaves: They took
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part in the Red Cross drives, and in collections for consumptives
and for iwounded and blinded soldiers. The help of the children
in subscriptions to the third and fourth war loans was especially
efficient: They' caused money withheld from circulation to come
into use through the State treasury. The self-sacrificing spirit of
the children was also seen in connection with the " Savings Day "
instituted in many places.

Gradually the school work began to resume normal regularity.
School buildings that had .been used for military offices, and sol-
diers' recteation rooms, were returned to their former. uses. Upon
the request of teacher's organiVations, barracks vacated by the sol- °
diers were also turned over to the schools to be used gymnastic
rooms, or, when suitably located; as forest and vocation schools.

The Yahrbuch for 1917 shows that in the third year of the war
the.children labored as before as collectors for useful purposes; they
helped to plead for the war loans; they tilled the potato gardens,
and. in winter helped to remove the snow. The Ministry of War
issued a forthal note of thanks and appreciation in which the chil-
dren's services were recognized. They were exhorttd to further
efforts in behalf of their natiC-e land, to be self-sacrificirig and con-
stant in their devotion to their country, home, and ,sovereign.

But there was A

deep yearning for peace began to be felt among the ranks and
masses. They began to lament that the Government, although it
had abandoned its unlimited war aims, had taken no direct meastfri?s
for peace in response to the longings of the people. The privations,
which became more and more distressing, while the hope of relief
was still remote, were harder to support with the same fervor of
patriotism. The school regime had to yield to the nec6ssity of pro-
tecting the children, go far as possible, against actual suffering from
Want of the nece,saries of life. In 1918 about 70,000 children from
Austria were sent into Hungary, which was,better supplied with food.
To afford the children time to benefitby their 'stay, the vacation
was extended till September 18. Later On children from both
Austria and Hungary were sent to Switzerland, where foodstuffs
could be more readily obtained.
. An order issued by the Ministry of Eduction in 1918 permitted

leachers partially disabled in service' to resume their duties in the
schools. Teachers of the State schools who through no fault of their
own were unable to resume their work had 10 yeirs,tidded to their
.service record for purposes of computing the pensions.

.Therettum of teachers to their former duties caused many women
teachers who had Peen filling vacancies to lose their employment.
The protests that arose brought on a general discussion of women's

ih the prefeteko. The romen. teachers not only objected
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to the abrupt termination of their services, but they pointed out that
they were excluded from the schools for boys and from the coeduca-
tional schools and that nod- efforts were made to exclude them also
from the girls' schools. In the course of the discussion, which drifted
away from the original issue, it was shown that all teachers, men
and women alike, were at. liberty to apply for positions at. any
school and to show that they were eligible. A woman who shows that
she has the courage and the energy to teach boys should have the
opportunity; if she proves efficient- she should be retained; if not,
she should be transferred to another position.

The abnormal prices made it necessary fel' the teachers to c
paign for an increase in salaries in some proportion to the increased
prices, To that end teachers' associations. local and national, drew
up resolutions laying before the authorities their needs and urging
an increase. In some cases the censorship weighed heavily on them,
so that their reports and resolutions were often repressed. It ap-
pears, however, that the War Department favored the teachers by
a special indorsement of their petition to the Minister of Education
(Yahrbuch, 1918). The recognithon of the teachers'. services in the
struggles of the State is apparent throughout. In the autumn of
1917 the Government made an appropriation of 70,000,000 marks
available for the living expenses of the 100,000 teachers of tt.e coun-
tr'. The conditions for disbursing the appropriation extended it to
all classes of teachers, whether they are regularly employed, enrolled
for military service, or substituting for some one on duty at the
front. This action caused great relief and encouragement; coming

1, as it did in December it did something toward dispelling the gloom
aid investing the Christmas season with its old-time cheer.

THE RESPONSIBILTY AND THE SERVICE OF THE SCHOOLS.

In the. early stages of the war the exultation over reported suc-
cesses of the German-Austrian arms swayed the sentiments and feel-
ings of all classes, teachers included. They were led to look' upon
their country's military success as in a large' measure the fruition of
their, own work. Not all prominent men stated the case with the
moderfition of Gem Pliiskow.

My heart goes out. to the teachers of the folk school. In petit they taught
their pupils the love of their native land and in war they fought as brave men,
whereby they have elevated the position of their profession.

The Austrian school journals 'print the words of Dr. }Reber and
Dr. Rudolph Eucken. The former maintains that

Our progress in war Is dee to German technic and industry, German ()WOW
don and discipline, in fact to the work Tone by the German schools. To Maw
tain the sehools at this point of superiority and elliciency is the best neural
for 'the future.
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Dr. Eucken, whose words are also published with appa'rent
indorsement by the journals of Austria, states the case still more
pointedly:

First of all, let us constantly bear in mind that the victories of our arms
are the victories of our schools. For the men whose heroism we admire to-day
have been trained In our schools and through the faithful work of theSe have
become titled for what they to-day achieve. This should be it hint to us that
the German school by no means needs an. upheaval from without, that it has
no need ot an abrupt break with the past.

In these connections, thOugh the words of praise were usually ac-
companied by cautions against the danger of complacency in present
achievements, the teachers were led to look upon pre-ent and pros-
pective military success as their work. The words of Bismarck and
others gave ample warrant for identifying the labors of the schools
with the success of the Army. It will-be interesting in the further
development of the international situation to see whether the teachers
of Germany and Austria will carry the assumption' to its conclusion
and aocepl the failure of the imperial armies as the failure of the
schools of these countries, and, if so, what defects in their work the
teachers will discover in their analysis of the case.

In Austria the teachers of German regard the moment as oppor-
tune to advance the prestige of the German language. The war has

, shown with startling clearness "the damage that. a foreip word
does" and the worth of the native word. The moment has come
which will determine the prestige and acceptance of the German
language, not only in Austria and Germany but throughout the,
world. "Our time," says the Rundschau (May, 1917), "must make
reparation for sins committed during the .past centuries against the
beauty, purity, and correctness of our motheiltongue." " The aim
of the enemy, which is to crush Germany and thereby our language,
must ingloriously "The will to victory over entry fomigri iw
tusion (Auslanderei) in our knguage has, like tin elemental force,
burst into a veritable folk war against all foreign word mongering."
Among the arguments against foreign words are that they make im-
portant sources of information inaccessible to a great part of t*
Gernian people-WE° intend to pursue scientific or individual studies;
moreover, that they commit grievous sins against the highest law
and purpose of the language, namely, its independ'ence;, hence, the
foreign word Should be kept out of the press, commerce, .and society.
All official authorities, such as those of the army and the judiciary
in State and Province, are in earnest in thbir efforts to ekpel foreign
words from administrative departments. Again, the verbal re-:
sources and the word-aeating power of the. Gexman tongue at*.
pOintdd out Counting radicals and derivativess,the Rundschau

.010.04 600,000 Words 'fOr the OWtman lingsagp es over Against
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200,000 for the English and 109,000 for the French.' The war has
given rise to so'many new formations for the use of the army, for
food and clothing, for commercial and social purposes, that Grimm's
word book will soon have to be supplemented by an additional
volume-

If the language question involved only a vigorous opposition to
the intrusion of words from Latin. French, or English sources; it
would be col iparatively simple. The chief contention arises, how-
ever, from the efforts of the crownlands to make their own lan-
guages supreme. In the struggles the Hungarians are gaining an
ascendency over the Germans. tThe appealin betmlf of the German
language., though proceeding from patriotic motives, is made
phatic also by the fact of Magyar preeminence. The words of
Count Tizsa in the Hungarian Parliamen,t. illustrate the position
the German language in some parts of the Empire has been com-
pelled to take.. The count complained that the Germans in Hungary
were not permitted to educate their children in the German lan-
guage, and it appears that his words are substantiated by the sta-
listical reports from Hungary. giving thepopulation of each district
and the number of schools each nation has:'

TKNESVAR.
Folk schools.

180,000 Roumanians 128
70,000 Serbians 44
3,000 Slovaks 1

165,000 Germans

RAIS-BODROO.

145,000 Serbians 66
30,000 Slovaks 11

100,000 Gcrtuans 18

TOBONTAL.

200,000 Serbians 74
80,000 Roumanians 40
16,000 Slot aks 4

166,000 Germans 1$
Aside from the question touching the status of rival languages,

the character of courses and textbooks was extuilined in the light of
the aims of the struggle. The readers used in the Czekish folk-
schools were called in and replacpd by others more decidedly Aus-
trian in patriotism. New matter comprising the most recent mili-
tarY events was incorporated and presented in a way to appeal to
the young.*

The Ministry of Education has ordered that instruction in the
care of infants shall be given in the middle and the upper classes of

Inane Dairen, which obvionaly would not be !tempted by American, Frelt or British
rescholars, Sr., he given as they appear in the Rundschau.

IPIdagoldsebe Ilmulachau. June, 1015.'
SBnnritsehati, %larch, 1011.
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the folkschool.. The instruction is to deal with diseases peculiar to
the early days of an infant, also facts about cleanliness and cloth-
ing. In the readers several selections are to be devoted to sugges-
tions.on the health and general welfare of young children. These
subjects arireviewed in the advanced folksch&1 in mog comprehen-
sive treatment. ,Still further attention is given to tEls branch of
study in the young folks' associations, for the pnatessrof supplement-
ing and completing the subject. The instruction will asume the form
of talks to young people, to girls, and mothers. The teachers of
Hungary are aware of the new and weighty duties thereby placed
upon them. The Ministry of Education has offered three prizes of
4,000, 3,000, and 2,000 crowns, respectively, for the preparation of
the best textbook on the subject.

The war, according to published reports, has relieved the State`
of sectarianism in the instruction. The educational journals an-
nounced with gratification that .when the country called there were
no dogmatic conflicts in religion. The Lutherans, the Catholics, the
Jews, and the Mohammedans ug the same hymns in the trenches.
Members of the same denomina n may have had grievances against
one another, but all defended the dearest blessings of _their State in
loyal fellowship. Regarding- instruction in religion in the schools,
the view early gained acceptance that, the truth or correctness of
this or that greed as over against some other should not be touched;
that instruction in religion has an educational value as a key to un-
derstanding the past; and that the universal element in religion
its power to steady, comfort, and sustainshould enter into the
instruction and/ into life without embodiment in dentminatio,nal
formulas. 1

The war has given a new direction to the sweep of educatiomil
currents. Instead of studying the remote past as a key to under-
standing the world of to-day, attention is directed to the present,
the development of one's own nation, thd spiritual achievers of
one's own State. In these sources the schools should becable to
instruction material of -wore direct application to the living present.

How to realise aims of this kind has received the earnest attention
of the teachers of Austria. The ttsso:iation,." Frcie Schttle;",regards
the present as the time for the agitation for a modern school. The
reorganizationAfton of the schools was continually discussed so far as the
censorship did not einterfere. 4_ opposed all attempts to compel
children of nonsectarian parents to attend instruction in religion;
it favored plans to make the attendance at the micIdle schools easier
for children of poor parents. The association, Lehrerakademie in
Graz, Conducted lectures and discussions to devikprinciples along
which modern educatiOnal laws should be enitc *Laymen have
taken part in these. activities. The deliberations hiVe beericharae-

:
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terized by. the absence of scholastic remoteness. That forward-
looling efforts have been dominaht is indicated by such topics as
" The gate.4 to the future," "What large problems confront the
schools and education?" With the view of attaining res4: to,,their
resolutions, the teachers have memorialized the Ministry 8f Educa-
tion')

Gradually a borderland between the schools and the industries
has been discovered, a domain that promises to be the scene of the
country's most hopeful endeavors: But as emphasized by Prof.
Victor Fadrus in a 16:lure, December 1, 1917, without folk school
teachers of large outlook and endowments nothing can be accom-
plished. To do their wort th4se men must step forth from their
seclusion and take an active paint in scientific, industrial, juridical,
technical, political, and art problems of everyday life. The tenor
of the lecture. which appears to express the view gaining aemptance,
indicates that the teacher should bring together the people and the
sciences, the teachers and the arts; to that end the teachers must, on
the one hand,rbe in touch with creative men and women of their
times and, on the other, with the masses that apperceive and fbllow.
Practically, teachers at all stages should be able to recast and to
refashion instruction values so that these may be apprehended by the
naive perceptive clarify the
laws of achievementrfinancial resources, for instance. employed in
United and cooperative combinations can achieve vastly bigger things
than can the same rtipurces as scattered units. Teachers should be
prepared Co point out what a given community needs, what it - further
would like to have, and also what it may hajje above ifs needs.

The teacher must, over and above the educational requirements, be
informed on the resources and the economic arrangements of the
country. These demands have already taken form in the growing
vogue of home loCaliiy study (I-kimatkunde). Again, while the
12acher is an intermediary between the world and the children, he
is at the same time an intermediary between%the people and their
Rift's: between the present and the future. tie must share WO the
parents the responsibility for the future of their children; he must
'help to formulate the problems of the community and the nation
and assist in solving them instead of leaving their solution. to self-.
appointed party disputants.

CQNSOLIDATLON OF TEACHERS' UNIONS.

The success of the armies of central Europe in the early years of
the war gave vogue to the deem of Middle Eu'rope (Mitteleuropa).
The " Schulgeschichte " covering the time s July 15, 1915, to July
15, 1916 (Jahrbuch, 1916), shows that the teachers anticipated the

Pidagogleches Jahrbuch, 1916.

a

r
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educational problems that would arise from this union of empires.
The reports from mhny teachers' associations in Austria and Ger-
many. indicate that the teachers welcomed the idea, and that they,
within the scope of their work, tried to hasten its consummation.
Their efforts became directed toward uniting the teachers of the
countries to comprise, the new federation. On the 4th and 5th. days
of March, 1916, negotiations were opened between tl 26 erman
Teachers' Association . and the German-Austrian Uni ,. looking

/
toward a unification of the teachers' associations of the future Mittel-
europa. Propositions were drafted and a decision taken to complete
the federation in the early future. It was further unanimously de-
cided to have committees appointed from all teachers' as.so:ations of
the middle-Euroman peoples for the purpose of furthering public"
education and more firmly to cement the fellow;feeling among the
teachers of these countries. The executive committee of the German
Teachers' Association, which in December, 1915, had started the
movement, was charged with the task of carrying the resolution into
effect.' The initiative taken by the German association was favor-
ably viewed by their colleagues in Austria,who regarded the movement
as opportune for affiliations of the kind contemplated. The idea of
solidarity and union became general. The problem of Mitteleuropa
and reorganization after the war was eagerly diszissed in the asso-
ciations of .Austria. The provincial associations, however, found
difficulty in reaching a working basis MI unanimity. Efforts were
made to unite the associations of all the crownlands into one union
without regard akparty lines or denominational adherence. .(Rund-
SCIlall, August; Mt.) The folk szlool teachers of Germany resolied
on cooperating with those of Austria-Hungary ; there was even some
talk of organic union with those of Bulgaria and Turkey. The
teachers pointed out that it was desirable to learn more about fellow
teachers in 'the allied countries and thereby roach a better under-
standing of the rafessionalinterests they had in common.

The teachers of Germany sent 40,000 marks to the teachers of
Austria to help relieve the distress created. among their families by
the invasion of the Russitins. This sum was used to assist fugitives
and other destitute persons for whom no other funds were available.
This act of. good will was to be an enduring monument to the mutu-
ality of good feeling between the teachers of the, two Countries. The
offiders of the teachers' associations were charged with the disposi-
tion of the sum. "In the war," says a journal for April, 1916, "we
have lost much of our unfeeling selectiveness; the struggle between.

'classes has been replaced by common interests; former 'enemies have

1Pidagogisehe Bandschan, May, 1010.
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become confederated heroes;. nations are extending their hands in
friendship to die another."

As the movement toward consolidating the teachers' unions of )

these 'nations was inseparably connected with the war, it rose and.
came to naught with the successes and reverses of the Teutonic
armies.

27

THE NEW ORDER.

The new order starts with the dismemberment of the Austro-
Hungarian Empire, from which eventually new Commonwealths will
arise. Confronted by the impending disruption, each nation is mak-
ing an effort to maintain its identity and to consolidate with itself
assimilable portions of other nations. To that end the Czechs, Jugo-
Slays, and Polish leaders have reaffirmed thei; nationalistic pro-
grams in uncompromisingtfrms and have denied the Austro-
Hungarian Government the. right to speak in the name of any save
the Germans and Magyars.'

During this period of uncertainty, of dissolution and of feorgan-
ization, the teachers have been, so far as it is possible to observe their
status, swayed by conflicting sentiments. At this moment of disil-
lusion, so we are told in a journal of October, 1918, the Austrian
teachers are awaiting the coming reorganization with equanimity.
They are aware that the growth of national feeling and national con.
sciousness is so vigorous among the separate Provinces that it is hope-
less to try to consolidate them into one Imperial .dcanmonwealth.
The teachers find comfort and compensation in the prospect of relief

pm racial dissensions in new St,ates where each State gets its own.
The internal struggles have been weighing heavily upon the schools,
making the enactments of suitable and progressive laws impossible,
and paralyzing the poWer to advance. Political considerations have
swayed and wrenched the school regulations from their just Province.

With every change of ministryand such change was frequent in
Austriacame a new system. The German, Polish, Czechish, etc.,
ministers of ediic,ation did not pipe the same tunes." Hence
a definite national trend could not be maintained.

The teachers and others appear to loolCforward to the new era as
a time when further social progress shall be made through improved

.opportunities for all. The line of demarcation between wealth 'and
intellectual work on the one hand and manual work on the other had
of recent yearscome to be more sharply drawn than a decade ago.
The same authority (Rnndshau, Jan., 1918), says that the wealthy
and the educated were moving farther away from those who work
with the hands. They no longer touched elbows in social affairs;
they had no celebrations in common; they dicKnot Intermarry.

New Europe, October,
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The distince between a factory owner and his workmen was greater
than that between the nobility and the plebeians" during the seven-
teenth century or between master and servant during the Mid-
dle Ages. Should the war, which has exposed so many defects,
also find a means to bring social classes into closer sympath9 with
one another?

The teachers also hope the upheaval may bring relief from inner
dissensions, from bad school laws and obstructive social traditions.
They view prospective changes without regret, apparently looking
forward to better conditions under the republican forms of goveAn-
ment that may be established. " How .republics may prosper is
shown by the examples of Switzerland and the United States of
America, which we have beforwour eyes," and where "the will of
the people and the sentiments of the people prevail."'k-->

PROBLEMS AND IDEALS NOW UNDER DISCUSSION.) Rapidly moving political changes have imparted a new momentum
N/ to school reforms, which are ordinarily slow in taking shape. The

rising administrations are aware that their principles can gain per-
manence only through the schools. In the new democracies it is

more obvious than in the older monarchies that policies must reach
the people and become accepted by them through the schools.

A few of theeurrent problems and movements which are either in
sight or already under way as peace is restored are here given. Their
outcome will depend on the completion of the political. party that
comes into power.

First, the country and its leaders hope to find in the closer coopera-
tion between the schools and the industries the way to recovery from
the appalling devastation caused by the war. The safety of the

tate and the ascendancy of the schools depend, in the first place, on
techniCal efficiency in production and on equitaiile distribution.

ith this in view, laws expanding the continuation work of the
schools and the industrial training are urged by the school men.

The feeling has long been tippekmost that much excellent talent
goes to waste for want of opportunity and encouragement. Hence
the demand has arisen that its discovery and development should
not be left to chance, but that the schools in their work shall effect
an arrangement adapted to bring special gifts into sight during the
period of the folk school, and that funds be providql to afford such
gifts the opportunity for full development.

Then, too, it is felt that the teacher's duties to the pupils do not end
with the completion of the courses. The teacher's counsel and guid-
ance should be extended to them i they are being established in
the trades or in business.

'Jones, I. Ube., to the NoveseberDecem ber ue of Pldegogische Rundechtu. 1918.
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The -teachers' field of labor is being extended into new provinces
that the war has discovered. They will have a larger share than
formerly, in the responsibility for the health of their pupils. In-
fancy and childhood are the periods when physical defects threaten-
ing to beoonie permiinent afflietiolis should be discovered and dealt
with by the specialist. The teachers will be charged with the duty
of seeing that this done.

That the family is the center from which all educational work
must proceed is gaining recognition. This conception is leading to

__9,dotrvors to protect the children and their mothers, to look after
the homes, to see that necessaries and reasonable comforts are pro-
Vided. It is also seen that children need.protection against the bad
influences of the crowded cities and sometimes even against the ar-
rangements made by parents who are not morally fitted to take care
of them.

The moral welfare of pupils is a cause of much concern to the
schools and the authorities, hence the demand is set that the.pgro-
tection and care they get shall be.better regulated and planed on a
more comprehensive basis than hitherto and that funds be procured
for the erection of schools, homes, gardens, playgrounds, training
schools for defectives, and pimps of refuge for neglected or way-
ward children. These educational and welfare institutions are to
be administered by teachers and physicians rather than by the
judicial authorities.. Among these measures there is i proposition
to assign the surveillance of each street and the children and youth
there to one or two reliable tiersons. Sensational or inciting papers,
illustrations, and pictures are to be kept frau the hands of children.
Posters of this character are to be kept out of show windows; chil-
dren's attendance at motion-picture entertainments is to be strictly.

, regulated.
The increased scope of woman's work will demand adaptation of

the schools to better and more consistent plans for the training of
women in household work and domestic ditties, the care of infants
and the sick. The schools will also be expected to provide better
physical training for girls. Some training or guidance of %value to
girls as social members of the community will be imparted. .

Physical training must be continued through the entire peril of
schooling, beginning in the earlieet days of infancy and adapting
itself to the changing pearls of childhood and youth. Upon leaving
school the young men should continue the work in the preparatory
military schools and the young women unite into voluntary associ-
ation for continued physical exercise, a requisite alsetto be set up
for the young men who have completed their military service. These
asnelaimnama llama Arai. of .11 ilta .misayismaa maims of improves hMI h.
and strength, but they have also the very important value of bringing

\
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together persons from all classes for purposes that tend to uniteXhem
in closer fellow feeling.

In regard to school control, a general sentiment prevails that State
control of the folk schools would obviate many of the difficulties
'under which they now labor, particularly the ever-present tendency
to disruption due to partisan conflict. The salaries of teachers would,
under State administration, be more equitable. This topic, a§ well
as that of the Einheitsschule, involves the organization of the entire
system.

The educational associations of Austria urge that the institutions
for the training of teachers should also be taken over by the State;
and that, as a consequence, private teachers' colleges and seminaries
should be gradually discontinued. They set up further the aim of
extending the course for teachers from four to five years. To have
attained the age of I. should be the only entrance comlition. But as
teachers? training schools continue from the folk school (Barger-
schule), and as these dismi-s their pupils at the age of 14, it might
be advisable, in order to avoid the ()Mission of a year, to extend the
teachers' course to six years and consequently admit pupils at the
age of 14. Entrance examinations should be omitted: the certificate
from the Biirgerschule should suffice, perhaps on the condition that
a pupil may be found insufficiently prepared before the end of the
first semester. The curriculum for teachers should comprise, besides
the native tongue, one modern language, with the privilege of select-
ing also a second modern language and Latin. The Society for tho
Education of Teachers regards the inclusion of Latin as essential in
the course for teachers, maintaining that.:

(a.) "Of all languages, Latin is best adapted to support the in-
struction in the mother tongue."

(b) They cite the words of Dr. Rudolph Heinrich, a prominent
educator of Vienna:

We have gone to school to the ancients for a thousand years, a fact which
has charged our, modern spiritual life with the conceptions of the anelthas,
which we can not fully comprehend without tracing them back to their sources.
Most sciences owe their terminology to the ancient languages. The fundamental
educational schinces, as psychology, logic, ethics, in their basic Ideas, point buck
to the intellectual work of the ancients. It is further pointed out that the
Inherent exactness and consistency of the Latin tongue have a powerful forma- 1

Live value in education. In Roman history we can giddy the rise, the spirit.,
and the decline of a world power and observe what makes a people great and(
what Is the cause of Its downfall.

As the present sketch is being completed reports from the schools'
of Austria-Hungary come to hand, indicating the sweeping changes
that may follow in the wake of the present upheaval.

The present Government of Hungary, according to La Vie Univer-
igaire, contemplates bridging the chasm between social orders by re-
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quiring students of the learned professions to devote certain hours a
week to a trade or to strictly manual work.

The Berile correspondent of the London Times Educational Sup-
plement for April 17, 1919, telegraphs :

The trudapest schools reopened last Friday. 'the Sovier"gpvernment is pre-
paring a complete revision of the educational system in accordance .with the
new spirit and aspirations of the world proletariat. The teachers are to begin
by an explanation of the ordinance of the new government. The schemes of
instruction In history and, citizenship are to be revolutionized by the suntitu-
t Ion of Marxian telching'for capitalist doctrines of socal economics. Ethics will
be substituted for religious instruction. The teaching of jurisprudence for
advanced students in the commercial colleges will be abolished, us the system
of laws under the:Ziemuuist government is entirely different from that of the
cnpitalist regime. -Wr

But suet enactments are likely to move back from the extremes till
-they reach a balance in true accord with the new order. The recent
school laws of Germany, which eliminated religious instruction from
the curricula, are already in danger of repeal under the protests
coming 'front school associations in all parts of the country. In
Austria-Hungary, as in Germany, the schools need an' influence to
steady them in their labors, some element of permanence that factions
may feel they have in common. While the stress has been on the
necessaries of lifehence productiveness, industry, commercethe
coming days will find equal stress laid on ideals, for without them
chaos will prevail. The highest educational aims of the future. will
be sought in human mutuality, truth, self-determination, in which
educational, social, and philosophic endeavors will make common
cause. Duties to one's fellow mortals must be taught; 'and from what-
ever source the teaching comes, it can not be made conclusive or
effective merely as a legal formula, The State will needand the
schools must htlp to furnish themideas of permanence to polarize
the present flux of feeling and sentiment. The. State needs and the
schools must help to train characters of integrity, of love foripstice,
of irrepressible energy. of comprehensive organizing power, in order
to give stability to the new commonwealths.
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